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"a sort of arrested frontier pattern of life/' dooming the
South to "ingrowing patriotism, cultural inbreeding, civic
immaturity, and social inadequacy/* As if to add the final
irony to this set of circumstances, one of the South's most
backward regions, the Valley of the Tennessee River, became
the only example of carry-through in regional planning ever
attempted in the United States. Here in precipitation, side by
side, were the two elements almost in their pure state.
Popular interest in the South—or Souths—was stimulated
by a flood of books both fictional and scholarly. Literature
ran the whole gamut from honeysuckle to hookworm. The
former was the essence of Caroline Miller's novel Lamb in
His Bosom (1933), Stark Young's So Red the Rose (1934)
and Margaret Mitchell's Gone with the Wind (1936),
which was also turned into a highly successful technicolor
movie.* The Florida backwoods received idyllic treatment in
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings's The Yearling (1938), while the
charm of Negro lore inspired such stage productions as Marc
Connelly's "The Green Pastures/' adapted in 1930 from the
book by Roark Bradford, and DuBose Hey ward and George
Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess" (1935), first musical produc-
tion of the Theatre Guild.
Of sharper realism was Thomas S. Stribling's trilogy, The
Forge (1931), The Store (1932) and Unfinished Cathedral
(1934) , portraying both the tarnished gentry and the miser-
ably exploited Negro croppers and white tenants in Alabama.
Ellen Glasgow's novels The Sheltered Life (1932) and Vein
of Iron (1935) showed the scions of Virginia pioneers and
planters seeking to adjust themselves to modern civilization
—to parvenus and noisome factories. William Faulkner's
Sanctuary (1931) presented the South of pure melodrama,
but his less popular books—like As / Lay Dying (1930),
about the trek of a poor-white family, and Light in August
* Miss Mitchell's book, the century's best seller with nearly 4,000,000
copies, was reported by a Gallup poll in 1938 to be running neck and neck
with the Bible in popularity.

